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A Polish Argument for the Underlying Status of [ɨ]
Abstract
Th is article argues against the single-phoneme approach discussed in Padgett (2001, 2003, 
2010), which does not recognize the phonemic status of the vowel [ɨ]. Th e relevant data are 
drawn from the processes of Polish palatalization in the class of velars, while the presented 
analyses are couched in the theory of Lexical Phonology. It is argued that the lack of [ɨ] 
enforces the use of diacritics and leads to the proliferation of rules that are necessary to 
accommodate diacritically-specifi ed contexts of palatalization. It is also shown that the 
single-phoneme approach leads to the morphologization of processes that are typically 
phonological. On the other hand, assuming the existence of underlying [ɨ] allows for a 
transparent and uniform account of palatalization eff ects.
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Streszczenie
Niniejszy artykuł kwestionuje założenie jednofonemiczne według Padgetta (2001, 2003, 2010), 
które nie uznaje fonemicznego statusu samogłoski [ɨ]. Przedstawione dane zaczerpnięte są z ję-
zyka polskiego, a ich analiza opiera się na procesach palatalizacji samogłosek tylnojęzykowych, 
które dla celów opisowych osadzone zostały w teorii Fonologii Leksykalnej. Artykuł ukazuje, iż 
obecność [ɨ] w reprezentacji głębokiej umożliwia transparentną i jednolitą analizę palatalizacji 
spółgłosek tylnojęzykowych, podczas gdy brak [ɨ] wymusza użycie diakrytyków oraz prowa-
dzi do nadmiernego powielania reguł. Ponadto artykuł pokazuje, że założenie jednofonemiczne 
prowadzi do morfologizacji procesów, które są typowo fonologiczne. 
Słowa kluczowe
palatalizacja, spółgłoski tylnojęzykowe, fonologia polska, Fonologia Leksykalna, derywa-
cje, diakrytyki
Th is article*1is organized as follows. Section 1 outlines segment inventories of 
Polish, focusing on its vowels and velar segments, and discusses palatalization 
*  I would like to thank Jerzy Rubach, the two anonymous reviewers as well as the editor 




processes that aff ect the latter. In addition, the last parts of the section are de-
voted to the description of Polish masculine plural nouns. Section 2 discusses 
the single-phoneme approach qua Padgett (2001, 2003, 2010) and reviews the 
arguments which favor the lack of the underlying [ɨ]. Section 3 is a single-pho-
neme re-analysis of the data and rules discussed in Section 2. It is argued that 
the single-phoneme approach is inferior to the approach that recognizes the 
underlying status of [ɨ], as the lack of [ɨ] entails an extensive use of diacritics and 
results in the proliferation of rules. Section 4 focuses on the principles of Lexi-
cal Phonology and re-analyzes the processes involving Polish velars under the 
assumption that [ɨ] is an underlying segment. Section 5 off ers the conclusions.
1. Background
Th is section provides selective descriptive generalizations about Polish. Sec-
tion 1.1 looks at Polish vowels and velar consonants. Section 1.2 presents pala-
talization processes that aff ect velar segments. Section 1.3 discusses morpho-
logical composition of masculine plural nouns that is relevant for the analysis 
of Polish palatalization. 
1.1. Sound inventories
Polish vocalic inventory comprises six segments. Apart from the widely at-
tested fi ve vowels, [a ɛ ɔ u i], Polish has a sixth segment, [ɨ], spelled y. Th e seg-
ment exhibits phonological properties that are similar to those of back vowels, 
for instance [u], as it cannot trigger palatalization eff ects. Th us, past literature 
on Polish phonology recognizes [ɨ] as being, uncontroversially, [+back] (Guss-
mann 1980; Rubach 1984; Wierzchowska 1963, 1971). Th e vocalic inventory is 
given in (1). Th e listed vowels are also present underlyingly.1
(1) Polish vowels
Vowels a ɛ ɔ u i ɨ
High − − − + + +
Back + − + + − +
Low + − − − − −
Round − − + + − −
provement of booth the content and the presentation of my analysis. Nevertheless, let me add 
that the responsiblilty for this article is solely mine.
1  Polish vocalic inventory includes also yers, the renowned Slavic vowels that exhibit a pat-
tern of alternation with zero, for instance sen ‘dream’ (masc. nom. sg.) – sn+u (gen.). Nevertheless,
I abstract away from the discussion of yers as it is beyond the scope of this paper and does not 
contribute to my analysis. For details see, for example, Rubach (1986, 2013) and Szpyra (1992).
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Th e phonetic inventory of Polish voiced and voiceless velars is given in (2).
(2) Polish velars
Velar k k’ g g’ x x’
Continuant − − − − + +
Back + − + − + −
As can be observed, Polish consonants are either hard, [+back], or soft , [−back]. 
In this way, Polish does not have consonants that are neutral – unspecifi ed for 
backness.
1.2. Processes
Polish velars [k g x] undergo phonemic palatalization deriving [č dž š], respec-
tively. Consider the data below.
(3) Phonemic velar palatalization
a. hak [k] ‘hook’ (masc. nom.sg.) – za+hacz+y+ć [čɨʨ] ‘to hook’
b. mózg [k]2 ‘brain’ (masc. nom.sg) – od+móżdż+y+ć [džɨʨ] ‘to rack one’s brains’
c. strach [x] ‘fear’ (masc. nom.sg.) – strasz+y+ć [šɨʨ] ‘to scare’ 
As shown in (3), velar stops [k g] alternate with aff ricates [č dž], while the ve-
lar spirant [x] alternates with the fricative [š]. On the surface, the context of 
these alternations may seem non-standard as the changes are triggered by the 
[+back] vowel [ɨ], which is the verbal morpheme, instead of the [−back] [i], 
which is usually regarded as a palatalizing segment. However, at the underly-
ing level the form of the verbalizing morpheme must be //i//.3 Th is becomes 
evident when we consider the examples in the class of labials.
(4) a. rob+ot+a [b] ‘work’ (fem. nom.sg.) – rob+i+ć [b’i] ‘to work’
b. mow+a [v] ‘speech’ (fem. nom.sg.) – mów+i+ć [v’i] ‘to speak’
c. plam+a [m] ‘stain’ (fem. nom.sg.)  – plam+i+ć [m’i] ‘to stain’
Labials are palatalized before the verbalizing [i] and since the examples in (3) 
include the same verbalizing morpheme, the surface form of //i// in (3) must be 
obscured due to the application of a rule applying at an earlier stage. Th e pro-
cess is called Retraction and changes underlying //i// into [ɨ] aft er hard coro-
nals. I state the rule schematically in (5). 
(5) Retraction
i → i/ š ž č dž _
2  Due to Final Devoicing, //g// is devoiced to [k]. 
3  I use double slashes for underlying representations, single slashes for intermediate repre-
sentations and square brackets for phonetic representations. 
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Th e surface form of the verbalizing morpheme in (3) is now clear. Velars are 
palatalized before the underlying //i//, which is then subject to Retraction. Th e 
process responsible for the alternations in (3) is known as First Velar Palatali-
zation.
(6) First Velar Palatalization4 
k g x → č dž š/_ i
It must be noted that the changes in (6) are phonemic as the outputs are also 
present underlyingly. Apart from the phonemic palatalization, velars may un-
dergo a diff erent type of process that exerts allophonic soft ening of the conso-
nants before the vowel [i]. Th e eff ects of allophonic palatalization are shown 
in (7). 
(7) Allophonic palatalization
a. kanał ‘channel’ [k] (masc. nom.sg.) – kino ‘cinema’ [k’] (masc. nom.sg.)
b. gazeta ‘newspaper’ [g] (fem. nom.sg.) – gitara ‘guitar’ [g’] (fem. nom.sg.)
c. hamak ‘hammock’ [x] (masc. nom.sg.) – historia ‘history’ [x’] (fem. nom.sg.)
d. hamak Ireny [k’ i] ‘Irene’s hammock’
e. mózg Ireny [k’ i] ‘Irene’s brain’
f. strach Ireny [x’ i] ‘Irene’s fear’
Th e scope of the rule in (7) is diff erent than that of First Velar Palatalization. 
Allophonic palatalization can apply inside words and across word boundaries, 
as opposed to First Velar Palatalization, which applies only across morpheme 
boundaries. Th e [−back] outputs in (7) are the results of Surface Palatalization, 
a rule stated below.
(8) Surface Palatalization5
C → C’/_ i
Surface Palatalization is not restricted to velars and applies to every conso-
nant before [i], for instance pisk [p’isk] ‘squeal’, sinus [s’inus] ‘sine’ or tik [t’ik] 
‘twitch’. Moreover, Surface Palatalization may interact with another process 
that targets underlying //ɨ//, namely Velar Fronting, which changes //ɨ// to [i]. 
To prepare for the discussion of Velar Fronting, let us fi rst look at the morpho-
logical composition of masculine plural nouns, which is crucial for further 
analysis.
4  Th e context for First Velar Palatalization is broader as it also involves the vowel [ɛ]. For 
instance, bok [k] (masc. nom.pl) ‘side’ – bocz+ek [č] (dim.). For discussion, see Rubach (1984).
5  Surface Palatalization may also be triggered by [j]. However, I disregard this fact here as 
it does not contribute to the discussion in the present paper. For further details, see Rubach 
(1984).
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1.3. Masculine plurals
Polish masculine nouns may form their plurals by the addition of either [i] or 
[ɨ]. Moreover, both vowels can appear in the same context and the only dif-
ference is that [i] triggers palatalization of the preceding obstruent as in, for 
instance, chłop [p] ‘peasant’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+i [p’i]6 (nom.pl.), as op-
posed to [ɨ], which does not soft en the consonant, as in stop [p] ‘alloy’ (masc. 
nom.sg.) – stop+y [pɨ] (nom.pl.). Since the context of appearance of both vow-
els is identical, it is impossible to provide a phonological explanation for the 
distribution of both segments. Nevertheless, the appearance of the relevant 
suffi  x is predictable once we consider the semantic properties of the aforemen-
tioned masculine nouns. Namely, words such as chłop refer to humans and be-
long to a class of personal nouns. Masculine personal nouns are commonly re-
ferred to as virile nouns. On the other hand, stop is not associated with humans 
so it is an example of an impersonal noun. Such nouns are called non-virile. 
Th erefore, the distribution of the plural suffi  xes is governed by the seman-
tic properties of the stem: //i// attaches to virile stems, while //ɨ// to non-vir-
ile stems. However, as Polish data show, the distribution of both suffi  xes aft er 
root-fi nal velars may be somewhat confusing as it is obscured by the phono-
logical processes found in the language. Consider the examples in (9). 
(9) Root – fi nal velars
hak ‘hook [k] (masc. nom.sg.) – hak+i [k’i] (nom.pl.)
brzeg ‘river bank’ [k] (masc. nom.sg.) – brzeg+i [g’i] (nom.pl.)
strach ‘fear’ [x] (masc. nom.sg.) – strach+y [xɨ] (nom.pl.)
As the examples show, the velar stops [k g] take [i] as their suffi  x, while the 
velar spirant [x] is followed by [ɨ]. Th is is surprising given the fact that all
the stems in (9) are those of impersonal nouns, hence are non-virile, and each 
stem should be followed by the [+back] [ɨ]. Th is observation is correct for 
strach+y but not for hak+i or brzeg+i, as the latter have [i] instead of [ɨ]. One 
possible explanation is that the peculiar behavior of the word-fi nal obstruents 
may suggest the existence of two allomorphs, [i] and [ɨ], whose appearance 
depends on the preceding consonant: [k g] take the soft  [i], while the velar [x] 
chooses [ɨ]. Nevertheless, if the nom.pl. suffi  x were //i//, we should expect the 
words in (9a–b) to incorrectly undergo First Velar Palatalization and subse-
quent Retraction, thus producing *haczy [hačɨ] and *brzedży [bžɛdžɨ], which is 
counterfactual. Th erefore, the underlying form of the suffi  x must be //ɨ//. Th e 
dichotomy between the surface forms in (9) is easily captured by resorting to 
the rule of Velar Fronting, which changes the [+back] [ɨ] into a [−back] [i] af-
ter [k g]. I state the rule informally in (10). 
6  Th e surface form of chłop+i [p’i] is the eff ect of Surface Palatalization.
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(10) Velar Fronting7
i → i/ k g_
Th e existence of the process is supported by the fact that clusters *kɨ and *gɨ 
are impossible8 in Polish. On the other hand, [x] can freely combine with both 
[ɨ] and [i], for instance hit [x’it] ‘hit’ (masc. nom.sg.) and hydrant [xɨdrant] 
‘hydrant’ (masc. nom.sg.). In addition, the rules of Velar Fronting and Surface 
Palatalization are in a feeding relation. Namely, the fronting of //ɨ// to [i] cre-
ates the context for the application of Surface Palatalization as in, for example, 
hak+i: //k+ɨ// → /k+i/ → [k’i]. 
Apart from the standard distribution of the masculine plural suffi  xes, Pol-
ish virile stems may be followed by //ɨ//, which is usually associated with non-
virile stems. Th is is shown in (11).
(11) Virile stems followed by [ɨ]
chłop [p] ‘peasant’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+y [pɨ] (non-virile)
student [k] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – student+y [tɨ] (non-virile)
Polak [k] ‘Pole’ (masc. nom.sg.) – Polak+i [k’i] (non-virile)
It is clear from (11) that the addition of //ɨ// does not trigger palatalization in 
chłop+y or student+y. On the other hand, Polak+i undergoes palatalization 
because the underlying //ɨ// has been fronted to [i] via Velar Fronting, which 
triggers Surface Palatalization and renders the palatalized [k’], similarly to the 
examples in (9). Although the forms in (11) are attested in Polish, they are not 
preferred by the native speakers. Th is is because the concatenation of a non-
virile suffi  x with a virile stem may result in pejorative or even derogatory con-
notations.9
Th e existence of the two masculine plural suffi  xes together with the rules 
of Surface Palatalization and Velar Fronting adds to the complexity of pala-
talization processes that aff ect Polish velars. For convenience, I gather all the 
7  A reviewer asks whether vowel fronting and retraction are present in other Slavic lan-
guages. Th e answer is positive. Vowel fronting is attested in, for example, Russian to the extent 
that it is similar to Polish. In Russian, the vowel [ɨ], which acts as the plural suffi  x, e.g. nos+y [sɨ] 
‘noses’, is fronted aft er velars: kazak+i ‘Cossacks’ [k’i]. In Ukrainian, on the other hand, vowel 
fronting is not present, for example bok+y ‘sides’ [kɨ]. 
Russian also has an active rule of vowel retraction. During the process [i] retracts to [ɨ] aft er 
hard coronals, for example iskat’ ‘look for’ – raz+yskat’ [zɨ] (perfective). For further details re-
garding Russian and Ukrainian see, Rubach (2000a) and Rubach (2005), respectively.
8  Th ere are, nevertheless, three exceptions to this generalization that I am aware of. Namely, 
in kynolog ‘cynologist’, the last name Kydryński and in the phrase a kysz! ‘begone’, the stem-initial 
velars are followed by [ɨ].
9  As noted by a reviewer, the non-virile form chłopaki ‘guys’, which underlyingly has //k+ɨ//, 
is not considered pejorative. Moreover, chłopaki is used more commonly than the virile form 
chłopacy.
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previously discussed examples in (12). Th e list is expanded by the addition of 
one pair of words, Polak – Polac+y.10
(12) Virile and non-virile forms 
a. //ɨ// is added aft er non-virile nouns to form plurals
 stop [t] ‘alloy’ (masc. nom.sg.) – stop+y [pɨ] (non-virile)
 strach [x] ‘fear’ (masc. nom.sg.) – strach+y [xɨ] (non-virile)
 hak [k] ‘hook’ (masc. nom.sg.) – hak+i [k’i] (non-virile)
b. //i// is added aft er virile nouns to form plurals
 chłop [p] ‘peasant’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+i [p’i] (virile)
 student [t] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – studenc+i [ʨi]11 (virile)
 Polak [k] ‘Pole’ (masc. nom.sg.) – Polac+y [ʦɨ] (virile)
c. //ɨ// is added aft er virile nouns to form plurals with pejorative meanings 
 chłop [p] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+y [pɨ] (non-virile)
 student [t] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – student+y [tɨ] (non-virile)
 Polak [k] ‘Pole’ (masc. nom.sg.) – Polak+i [k’i] (non-virile)
Th e intricate relations between the masculine plural nouns are easily accom-
modated if the vowel //ɨ// is granted its phonemic status. Th is is because the 
addition of the [+back] suffi  x //ɨ// explains the similarity between the non-vir-
ile forms and the pejorative forms of masculine nouns. 
Th e next section reviews the arguments in favor of the single-phoneme ap-
proach presented in Padgett (2001, 2003, 2010).  
2. A single-phoneme approach
Th e phonemic status of [ɨ] has been one of the key issues in the phonology of 
Slavic languages.12 Th e current view regarding the underlying status of [ɨ] is at-
tributed to Padgett (2001, 2003, 2010), who bases his analyses on Russian. In 
Russian, consonants are palatalized before the vowel [i], as in [b’it’] ‘to beat’, 
10  Th e surface form of [pɔlatsɨ] is the result of Second Velar Palatalization. Second Velar 
Palatalization targets the outputs of First Velar Palatalization, /č dž š/, and changes them to [ts 
dz s], respectively. Given the example at hand, Polac+y, the underlying stem-fi nal velar fi rst 
undergoes First Velar, then Second Velar Palatalization and Retraction: //pɔlak+i//→ /pɔlač+i/→ 
/pɔlats+i/→ [pɔlatsɨ]. Notice that the suffi  x vowel must be crucially //i//, not //ɨ//, as otherwise 
we would witness the application of Velar Fronting. For further details regarding Second Velar 
Palatalization see Rubach (1984).
11  Th e word studenc+i is an example of Coronal Palatalization, a rule that changes underly-
ing coronals to prepalatals before [i], //studɛnt+i// → [studɛnʨi]. For discussion, see Rubach 
(1984).
12   Th e fi rst mention of the i/i issue in Polish can be traced back to Baudouin de Courtenay 
(1894), who regards the vowel [ɨ] as an allophone of /i/. Later studies, for instance Biedrzycki 
(1963), Stieber (1973), Gussmann (1980) and Rubach (1984) regard [ɨ] as a separate phoneme. 
However, a review of the development of these ideas would merit a diff erent paper.
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and remain non-palatalized before [ɨ], as in [bɨt’] ‘to be’. Moreover, [ɨ] can nev-
er appear aft er velars, thus clusters such as *[kɨ], *[gɨ] or *[xɨ] are unattested in 
Russian. Th ese generalizations, as well as the analysis of acoustic data obtained 
from a group of Russian native speakers, guided Padgett (2001) to reinterpret 
the sound associated with the vowel [ɨ] as a velarization of the preceding con-
sonant. According to Padgett (2001), in a string of a consonant and [ɨ], [Cɨ], 
the velarization from the consonant spreads onto the following vowel causing 
an illusion of [ɨ]. Given that, clusters such as [Cɨ] should be now re-analyzed 
as an instantiation of a velarized segment, [Cˠ], followed by [i]. Consequently, 
[bɨt’] ‘to be’ is now [bˠit’].13 
In the same vein, Padgett (2001) argues that velarization of a consonant 
causes an illusion of [ɨ] across words.  To support his argument, he relies on 
the well-known process of Russian vowel retraction.14 It has been common-
ly assumed that Russian //i// retracts to [ɨ] when it is preceded by a [+back] 
consonant. Th us, in a phrase brat Ivana ‘Ivan’s brother’, [i] retracts because it 
is preceded by the [+back] coronal: //tˠ i// → [tˠ ɨ]. However, Padgett observes 
that [ɨ] does not appear in Russian at the beginning of words unless it is pre-
ceded by a consonant in a phrase. Th erefore, he claims, the phonetic realiza-
tion of the sound associated with [ɨ] must come from the [+back] quality of 
the preceding consonant, which spreads onto the following word and renders 
the [ɨ]-like sound.
Th e straightforward conclusion arising from the abovementioned argu-
ments is the idea that [ɨ] does not exist at all. According to Padgett (2001),15 
the vowel is neither a phoneme nor an allophone but an illusion created by 
the preceding consonant. Furthermore, if [ɨ] is altogether absent, then the fact 
that Russian speakers can pronounce the sound [ɨ] in isolation, for instance 
when they refer to the name of the letter ы, is also an example of velarization 
of a consonant. Padgett (2010) maintains that during the pronunciation of ы 
Russians produce a sequence of a glottal stop and [i]. Since what they hear is a 
sound identical to [ɨ], the glottal stop is velarized and the velarization spreads 
onto the following vowel, causing an illusion of [ɨ]. Hence, the pronunciation 
of ы is [Ɂˠi].16
Seeing that the debate on the nature of [ɨ] is still present in phonologi-
cal research, this article attempts to investigate the question of whether Pa-
dgett’s single-phoneme assumption regarding the phonemic status of [ɨ] can 
13  In the remainder of this article, I leave velarized consonants without any superscript, [C].
14  See, for instance, Halle (1959), Lightner (1965) and Rubach (2000a).
15  Padgett (2001: 9) explicitly states that there is no “[…] phonetic (let alone phonemic) 
category ɨ […].”
16  An opposing view that recognizes the underlying status of [ɨ] in Russian is represented 
by Plapp (1996, 1999).
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be extended to Polish.17 Polish perspective on the issue seems reasonable due 
to the fact that Polish [ɨ] behaves similarly to its Russian congener. Namely, [i] 
always appears aft er soft  segments, while [ɨ] appears aft er non-palatalized con-
sonants. Moreover, clusters such as *[kɨ] or *[gɨ] are also impossible in Polish.18 
Instead, we fi nd a combination of a velar stop and [i], as in kino [k’inɔ] ‘cinema’ 
(masc. nom.sg.) or gitara [g’itara] ‘guitar’ (fem. nom.sg.). Finally, Poles also 
have a designated letter of the alphabet to represent the vowel [ɨ], spelled y. In 
light of these facts, in the following section I recast the palatalization processes 
from Section 1 assuming that [ɨ] does not exist.
3. Analysis: no underlying //ɨ//
Th is section reanalyzes the discussed processes under the assumption that //ɨ// 
does not exist as a segment. It is argued in Section 3.1 that the single-pho-
neme approach necessitates phonological use of diacritics (Kiparsky 1973) to 
diff erentiate among the palatalizing and non-palatalizing contexts of rule ap-
plication. However, the reliance on diacritics signifi cantly increases the num-
ber of rules that are needed to account for the newly created morphological
contexts. 
3.1. Descriptive facts and new generalizations
Under the single-phoneme approach the phonemic status of the vowel [ɨ] is 
called into question. Namely, as argued in Padgett (2001, 2003, 2010), [ɨ] does 
not exist at all. Instead, Padgett claims, what we actually hear is an illusion 
created by the velarization of the preceding consonant. Bearing this reason-
ing in mind, let us fi rst consider some descriptive facts that the single-pho-
neme approach entails, and analyze the morphological structure of words that 
are relevant for further discussion. To do so, in (13) I provide a refurbished 
list of words from (12). Th is time, however, I will assume the single-phoneme 
approach and use the following transcription system. Th e non-palatalizing 
back vowel [ɨ] will be transcribed as [i], but the preceding consonant will not 
show the eff ects of Surface Palatalization, for example strach+y [straxi]. Th e 
17  Th e lack of phonemic /ɨ/ in Polish is also mentioned in Czaykowska-Higgins (1988) and 
Gussmann (2007). However, contrary to Padgett (2001, 2003, 2010), they recognize the exis-
tence of the vowel but, similarly to Baudouin de Courtenay (1894), regard it as an allophone of 
/i/. Moreover, it must be noted that the analyses presented in Gussmann (2007) are couched in 
Government Phonology, a framework which treats the i/i issue diff erently than the one adopted 
in this paper.
18  Recall that cluster [xɨ] is widely attested in Polish, for instance, chyba [xɨba] ‘perhaps’, 
chytry [xɨtrɨ] ‘cunning’, hydrant [xɨdrant] ‘hydrant’ or hybryda [xɨbrɨda] ‘hybrid’.
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palatalizing front vowel will also be transcribed as [i], but the preceding con-
sonant will be allophonically soft ened, for instance hak+i [xak’i]. Consider the 
data below (for the sake of clarity the standard transcription is provided in
brackets).
(13) Virile and non-virile forms in Polish (no underlying //ɨ//)
a. //i// is added aft er non-virile nouns to form plurals
  stop [p] ‘alloy’ (masc. nom.sg.) – stop+y [pi] (non-virile; = [pɨ] in standard tran-
scription)
 strach [x] ‘fear’ (masc. nom.sg.) – strach+y [xi] (non-virile; = [xɨ])
 hak [k] ‘hook’ (masc. nom.sg.) – hak+i [k’i] (non-virile)
b. //i// is added aft er virile nouns to form plurals
 chłop [p] ‘peasant’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+i [p’i] (virile)
 student [t] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – studenc+i [ʨi] (virile)
 Polak [k] ‘Pole’ (masc. nom.sg.) – Polac+y [ʦi] (virile; = [ʦɨ])
c. //i// is added aft er virile nouns to form plurals with pejorative meanings 
 chłop [p] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – chłop+y [pi] (non-virile; = [pɨ])
 student [t] ‘student’ (masc. nom.sg.) – student+y [ti] (non-virile; = [tɨ])
 Polak [k] ‘Pole’ (masc. nom.sg.) – Polak+i [k’i] (non-virile)
Th e refurbished list in (13) poses a number of problems. First, in (13a) it is im-
possible to account for the soft ening of the stem-fi nal consonant in hak+i and 
explain the lack of palatalization eff ects in stop+y or strach+y. Since the stems 
in (13a) are followed by exactly the same vowel, then all the cited examples 
should either exhibit the refl exes of allophonic palatalization, or the stem-fi nal 
consonants in these words should not be soft ened at all. Each option seems 
possible as it is supported by independent evidence: allophonic palatalization 
by hak+i [k’i] and its lack by stop+y [pi] or strach+y [xi]. Nevertheless, neither 
solution would produce fully attested forms as we need to account for the two 
cases simultaneously. Th us, to solve the conundrum and distinguish the suf-
fi xes in (13a) we would have to mark the suffi  x in hak+i as sensitive to palatali-
zation. Given that, the rule of Surface Palatalization would have to be restated 
as follows.
(14) Surface Palatalization (version I)
C → C’/_i[pal]
As a consequence, the underlying form of hak+i is //xak+i[pal]//, while strach+y 
and stop+y are represented as //strax+i// and //stɔp+i//, respectively. Now the 
application of the rule in (14) is obvious. Th e process will apply to //xak+i[pal]// 
as only the suffi  x in hak+i is diacritically marked. Th e solution is, nevertheless, 
problematic as now we have two non-virile suffi  xes: //i[pal]// and //i//. Th is, on 
the other hand, leads to the observation that palatalization in hak+i is a mere 
accident, not a phonological regularity but an eff ect of a diacritic. Moreover, 
since there are two separate suffi  xes in (13a), their relatedness is lost. Such an 
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outcome is unwelcome because, as shown in (12), the suffi  xes are related mor-
phologically.
Th e list in (13) is rife with other issues. Another problem is the set of words 
in (13c). Notice that the pejorative form Polak+i ‘Poles’ (non-virile) exhibits 
Surface Palatalization on the stem-fi nal velar. Nonetheless, there is no such 
eff ect in the pejorative forms of student+y ‘students’ (non-virile) or chłop+y 
‘peasants’ (non-virile). Since the stems in (13c) are concatenated with the same 
suffi  x, it is, to say the least, odd that the suffi  x vowel in Polak+i palatalizes the 
preceding consonant but the same vowel does not enforce palatalization in 
student+y and chłop+y. To account for this discrepancy, we may again mark 
the relevant suffi  x in (13c) as sensitive to palatalization. Nevertheless, we en-
counter the same problem as with the set in (13a). Namely, by designating the 
suffi  x in Polak+i as the trigger of palatalization, we actually claim that there 
are, in fact, two suffi  xes of the pejorative virile form: one that palatalizes, as in 
Polak+i, and one that does not, as in chłop+y or student+y. Again, the diacritic 
marking is crucial as only then can we restrict the allophonic soft ening of the 
stem-fi nal velar to the word Polak+i, and prevent the consonant in chłop+y 
and student+y from palatalizing. Th us, the suffi  x in Polak+i can be marked as 
//i[pal]// to distinguish it from the non-palatalizing //i//. Nonetheless, this solu-
tion, which seemed workable for the words in (13a), cannot be extended to the 
set in (13c). Interestingly, the problem here pertains to the nature of the dia-
critic itself, as each diacritically specifi ed context of palatalization advocates 
for an exclusive application of the process. In other words, although the sof-
tening of the stem-fi nal velars in hak+i (13a) and Polak+i (13c) results from 
the application of the same rule of Surface Palatalization, the palatalization ef-
fects in these words must be regarded now as separate processes. Th is is due 
to the fact that the palatalization refl exes in hak+i and Polak+i are triggered 
by separate, morphologically-specifi ed contexts. Namely, the triggers in (13a) 
and (13c) are diff erent morphemes and have diff erent functions. Th e palatal-
izing [i] in (13a) is a non-virile suffi  x, whereas the morpheme in (13c) conveys 
pejorative associations. Hence, marking both suffi  xes as //i[pal.]// would be in-
correct. Th e solution is to index the palatalizing non-virile suffi  x in hak+i as 
//i[non-virile pal.]//, as opposed to the palatalizing pejorative suffi  x in Polak+i, which 
is diacritically specifi ed as //i[pej. pal.]//. Moreover, we must employ the same 
strategy of diacritic marking to non-palatalizing suffi  xes in (13a) and (13c), as 
they are also diff erent. Bearing that in mind, I mark the non-palatalizing non-
virile [i] in strach+y and stop+y as //i[non-virile]//, while the non-palatalizing pe-
jorative [i] in chłop+y and student+y is specifi ed as //i[pej.]//. To summarize, we 
need two instances of Surface Palatalization to account for the data in (13a) 
and (13c): one that covers hak+i and one that applies to the pejorative Polak+i. 
Th ese separate processes, which are now called Non-Virile and Pejorative, are 
given in (15).
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(15) Processes of allophonic palatalization
a. Non-virile Allophonic Palatalization: C → C’/_ i[non-virile pal.]
b. Pejorative Allophonic Palatalization: C → C’/_ i[pej. pal.]
Yet another problem comes to light when we juxtapose the examples in 
(13b), such as chłop+i [p’i], studenc+i [ʨi] and Polac+y [ʦi], with the words in 
(13c), such as chłop+y [pi], student+y [ti] and Polak+i [k’i]. A brief examina-
tion of the two sets suffi  ces to notice a paradox as exactly the same set of data 
exhibits diff erent outcomes. Th e examples that are easily accounted for under 
the two-phoneme approach are now incomprehensible. In (13b), the bilabial 
stop in chłop+i is palatalized allophonically, as opposed to the coronal [t] in 
studenc+i and the velar [k] in the pair Polac+y, which undergo phonemic pala-
talization. On the other hand, in (13c), the velar is palatalized allophonically, 
as in Polak+i [k’i], while the remaining consonants are not palatalized at all, 
as in chłop+y [pi] or student+y [ti]. Given the single-phoneme approach, it is 
impossible to predict when the root-fi nal consonants should palatalize, and, if 
they do, whether it should be a phonemic or an allophonic palatalization. To 
dispel confusion, we need to resort to diacritics again to diff erentiate between 
the processes that apply to both sets. 
In (13b), the word chłop+i ‘peasants’ (virile) entertains allophonic palatali-
zation on the stem-fi nal obstruent.19 However, the process responsible for the 
soft ening of the bilabial stop must be crucially diff erent from the rules stated in 
(15). Th is is based on the observation that the vowel in chłop+i, being a pala-
talizing virile suffi  x, is diff erent than the suffi  xes listed for the rules in (15), as 
those rules apply only to suffi  xes that are either non-virile (15a) or pejorative 
(15b). Th us, I mark the palatalizing //i// in chłop+i as //i[virile pal.]// and, by the 
same token, increase the number of processes responsible for the allophonic 
palatalization to three. Th e new rule is stated in (16).
(16) Virile Allophonic Palatalization
C → C’/_ i [virile pal.]
19  A reviewer expresses concern whether the process responsible for the soft ening of the 
stem-fi nal labial in chłop+i should be regarded as an instance of allophonic palatalization be-
cause /p/ and /p’/ are regarded as underlying segments in Polish. Th e answer is two-fold. First, 
the underlying form of a labial depends on the dialect of Polish. In Standard Polish, soft  labials 
are not present underlyingly. Instead, underlying labials are palatalized when they are followed 
by [j], for example piasek //pjasɛk// → [p’jasɛk] ‘sand’, as opposed to pasek //pasɛk// → [pasɛk] 
‘small belt’. In Eastern Polish, on the other hand, labials are underlyingly soft : piasek //p’asɛk// 
and pasek //pasɛk//. Second, the underlying form of the stem-fi nal //p// in chłop+i cannot be 
soft  because the infl ected forms of the word exclude such possibility. If we assume a soft  stem-
fi nal [p’] in chłop+i, then the pejorative form chlop+y [pɨ] or the genitive chłop+a [pa], which are 
not palatalized, would be impossible to derive. Th erefore, I conclude that the [–back] quality of 
the stem-fi nal labial in chlop+i is a result of allophonic palatalization.
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To recapitulate the discussion so far, the lack of //ɨ// severely complicates 
the analysis of Polish palatalization. Given that there is only one phoneme [i], it 
is necessary to specify those [i]’s that act as the triggers of the process, as there 
are other [i]-suffi  xes that do not enforce palatalization, for example strach+y 
[straxi] ‘fears’ (non-virile). Nevertheless, such strategy entails an extensive use 
of diacritics and results in the proliferation of rules that are necessary to ac-
count for virtually identical changes. Furthermore, by ascribing a rule to a giv-
en diacritic we lose the generalization that the process is triggered by a [−back] 
segment. Th e new context of rule application must be stated in purely mor-
phological terms and calls for phonological use of diacritic features (Kiparsky 
1973). Hence, the rule of Surface Palatalization has to be cloned three times to 
accommodate disparate morphological contexts. 
Let us now turn our attention to First Velar Palatalization. Under the two-
phoneme approach the context of palatalization is easily resolved: the [−back] 
[i] acts as the trigger, while the [+back] [ɨ] does not enforce any changes. How-
ever, if [ɨ] does not exist, then every [i]-initial suffi  x must be specifi ed as ei-
ther palatalizing or non-palatalizing. Since the procedure of diacritic marking 
is now applied across the board, it should also include those [i]-initial suf-
fi xes that trigger First Velar Palatalization. Given that, the examples cited in 
(3) should also carry a diacritic marking that triggers phonemic palataliza-
tion. Since, as argued in Section 1.2, the suffi  xes in za+hacz+y+ć ‘to hook’, 
od+móżdż+y+ć ‘to rack one’s brain’ and strasz+y+ć ‘to scare’ are all verbalizing 
suffi  xes, I mark them as //i[verb. pal.]//. Consequently, the rule that is responsible 
for the phonemic palatalization of velars before the verbalizing suffi  x is called 
Verbalizing Phonemic Palatalization, a cloned version of First Velar Palataliza-
tion. Th e process is stated in (17). 
(17) Verbalizing Phonemic Palatalization
k g x → č dž š/_ i[verb. pal.]
Th e following section focuses on rule-based accounts of the processes dis-
cussed above. Th e analyses utilize the new rules and discuss the consequences 
of diacritic marking. 
3.2. Derivations
Let us consider the analyses of hak+i ‘hooks’ (non-virile), chłop+i ‘peasants’ 
(virile) and strach+y ‘fears’ (non-virile) under the single-phoneme approach. 
Th e derivations are given in (18), where I look at the relevant fragment of each 
word only.
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(18) Derivations of hak+i, chłop+i and strach+y (a single-phoneme analysis)
hak+i chłop+i strach+y
UR //k+i[non-virile pal.]// //p+i[virile pal.]// //x+i[non-virile]//
k’+i[non-virile pal.] – – Rule (15a)
– p’+i[virile pal.] – Rule (16)
Surface Form [k’i] [p’i] [xi]
In (18), each palatalizing suffi  x triggers the relevant rule. Th e word strach+y 
does not undergo palatalization because its suffi  x is not ascribed to any rule, 
which is correct. Observe that the ordering between (15a) and (16) is com-
pletely arbitrary. A reverse ordering, fi rst (16) then (15a), would generate ex-
actly the same results. Also, the feeding order of Velar Fronting and Surface 
Palatalization, which was necessary to account for hak+i, is now lost because 
the rule of Velar Fronting does not exist anymore. Th e processes that are re-
sponsible for the surface forms in (18) are now completely unrelated as they 
are triggered by diff erent diacritics. Th is observation, however, proves that the 
featural content of a segment is irrelevant under the single-phoneme approach. 
Th e approach fails to capture the phonological generalization that those pro-
cesses occur before the [−back] vowel [i], not before, for example, the vowel 
[a] or [ɔ]. Th e fact that the rules are triggered by specifi c diacritics leads to 
the morphologization of processes that can be stated in purely phonological
terms. 
Th e analysis of za+hacz+y+ć ‘to hook’ is rather undemanding. Consider 
the derivations in (19), where I analyze za+hacz+y+ć together with the pejora-
tive form Polak+i ‘Poles’.
(19) Derivation of za+hacz+y+ć ‘to hook’ and Polak+i ‘Poles’ (pejorative non-virile)
za+hacz+y+ć Polak+i
UR //k+i[verb. pal.]+ʨ// //k+i[pej. pal.]//
č+i[verb. pal.]+ʨ – Rule (17)
– k’+i[pej. pal.] Rule (15b)
Surface Form [čiʨ] [k’i]
Th e result is correct as the given rules are triggered by the relevant, diacritical-
ly marked suffi  xes. Furthermore, the analysis of za+hacz+y+ć does not require 
Retraction. Similarly to Velar Fronting, the rule is not necessary. 
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Th e rules in (15) and (16) do not exhaust all the [i]-initial suffi  xes that trig-
ger allophonic palatalization of velars. Th e examples cited below expand the 
list further.
(20) [i]-suffi  xes (allophonic palatalization)
a. Personalizing //ist//
 szach+y ‘chess’ – szach+ist+a ‘the one who plays chess’ 
 //šax+ist+a// → [šax’ista]
b. Verbalizing //izɔva// 
 Czech+y ‘Czech Republic’ – czech+izować ‘to make Czech-like’: 
 //čɛx+izɔva+ʨ// → [čɛx’izɔvaʨ]
c. Feminizing //iɲ//
 monarch+a ‘monarch’ – monarch+in+i 
 //mɔnarx+iɲ+i// → [mɔnarx’iɲi]
d. Feminine genitive //i//
 lask+a ‘cane’ – lask+i
 //lask+i// → [lask’i]
Th e suffi  xes in (20) would require four separate rules to accommodate their 
palatalizing contexts. Th us, together with (15a–b) and (16), we need seven un-
related rules that are responsible for the same process of allophonic palataliza-
tion, instead of a single rule of Surface Palatalization.
Following the same reasoning, it is possible to fi nd a whole gamut of exam-
ples of [i]-initial suffi  xes that trigger phonemic palatalization of velars. Th e rel-
evant examples are given below. 
(21) [i]-suffi  xes (phonemic palatalization)
a. Diminutive //ik//
 hak ‘hook’ – hacz+yk 
 //xak+ik// → [xačik]
b. Diminutive //in//
 krzak ‘bush’ – krzacz+yn+a
 //kšak+in+a// → [kšačina]
c. Augmentative //isk//
 brzuch ‘stomach’ – brzusz+ysk+o 
 //bžux+isk+ɔ//→ [bžušiskɔ]
d. Adjectival //ist//
 sok ‘juice’ – socz+yst+y 
 //sɔk+ist+i// → [sɔčisti]
e. Adjectival //iv//
 robak ‘worm’ – robacz+yw+y 
 //rɔbak+iv+i// → [rɔbačivi]
f. Feminizing //its//
 wilk ‘wolf ’ – wilcz+yc+a
 //vilk+its+a// → [vilčitsa]
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g. Pejorative //idɫ//20
 strach ‘fear’ – strasz+ydł+o
 //strax+idɫ+ɔ// → [strašidɫɔ] Denominal //ik//
h. błysk ‘fl ash’ – błyszcz+yk ‘lip-gloss’ 
 //bɫisk+ik// → [bɫiščik]21 
Th ese eight suffi  xes, together with the verbalizing suffi  x of za+hacz+y+ć, re-
quire an equal number of rules to account for the refl exes of what used to be 
a single process of First Velar Palatalization. Th e proliferation of rules, nine in 
total for the phonemic palatalization and seven for the allophonic, is inevitable 
as it is the only way to account for the current facts of the language. Th is rule 
replication can be easily avoided if //ɨ// is granted its phonemic status, which is 
shown in the following section.
4. Re-analysis: underlying //i// and //ɨ//
Th is section off ers a rule-based account of the processes aff ecting Polish velars 
under the assumption that //i// is present underlyingly. Section 4.1 constitutes 
a short review of the main principles underlying the theory of Lexical Phonol-
ogy (Kiparsky 1982; Mohanan 1986; Booij and Rubach 1987) (henceforth, LP). 
Section 4.2 presents LP analyses of words that were problematic for the single-
phoneme approach, such as hak+i ‘hook’ (masc. nom.pl.), za+hacz+y+ć ‘to 
hook’ and strach+y ‘fear’ (masc. nom.pl.). 
4.1. The LP framework
One of the main tenets of LP is the division of labor into orderly blocks of rules: 
cyclic, postcyclic and postlexical rules.22 Each block operates only within the 
purview of its domain. Th us, cyclic rules operate across morpheme bounda-
ries, postcyclic rules extend their scope of application to the domain of a word, 
whereas postlexical rules apply within the domain of a sentence, taking into 
consideration the whole phrases. Moreover, as the name suggests, the cyclic 
component encompasses cyclic application, meaning that cyclic rules reiterate 
as long as the new material for derivation is provided. To ensure the proper ap-
plication of cyclic rules, LP employs the principle of the Strict Cycle Condition 
(henceforth, SCC), which states that the rules must apply in derived environ-
ments. An environment may be derived morphologically, by word-formation 
20  I abstract away from the process of Lateral Vocalization, where the velarized //ɫ// vocal-
izes to [w]: //ɫ//→ [w]. Also, I abstract away from postulating yers in the transcription. For fur-
ther details, see Rubach (1984).
21  Th e [šč] cluster is the result of Strident Assimilation. 
22  See Rubach (2008) for a concise yet thorough explanation of the LP framework.
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rules (WFRs), or phonologically, by an earlier rule applying on the current 
cycle. Postcyclic rules, on the other hand, do not interact with WFRs and ap-
ply to already derived words, hence do not fall within the purview of the SCC. 
Finally, postlexical rules encapsulate the whole phrases, thus they include the 
processes which operate both inside words and across word boundaries.23
4.2. Analysis in LP
Before proceeding with the derivations of the relevant words in Lexical Pho-
nology, it is necessary to establish the status of First Velar, Velar Fronting, Re-
traction and Surface Palatalization with regards to the three blocks of rules: cy-
clic, postcyclic and postlexical.
Th e cyclic status of First Velar Palatalization and Velar Fronting is support-
ed by the observation that both processes apply across morpheme boundaries. 
For instance, in the word strasz+y+ć //strax+i+ʨ// ‘to scare’ the context for the 
application of First Velar Palatalization, the verbalizing morpheme //i//, is cre-
ated by word-formation rules. In this way the environment is derived morpho-
logically and the rule may apply. Moreover, the rule does not apply to word-
internal strings. Specifi cally, First Velar Palatalization does not apply in kino 
[k’inɔ] ‘cinema’ even though the context for the rule is met: the velar [k] is fol-
lowed by [i]. Th e reason is that the string [ki] is not created by a word-forma-
tion rule but  is taken from the underlying representation: //kinɔ//. Given that, 
the environment in kino is not derived and First Velar Palatalization cannot 
apply. Instead, the velar is allophonically soft ened by Surface Palatalization, 
which aff ects word-internal strings. Owing to the fact that Surface Palataliza-
tion applies also across word boundaries, as in hak Iren+y [k’ i] ‘Irene’s hook’, 
the process must be assigned to the postlexical block. 
Th e postcyclic status of Retraction can be motivated on the basis of the 
nativization of borrowings. Namely, in words such as, for example, szyfr [šɨ] 
‘code’ or żyrandol [žɨ] ‘chandelier’, the native vowel /i/ is retracted to [ɨ]. See-
ing that the context for Retraction does not include a morpheme boundary, 
the rule cannot be cyclic. Th e process cannot be postlexical either because in 
a phrase, for instance, klacz Iren+y [č’ i] ‘Irene’s mare’, [i] does not retract to 
[ɨ] but, instead, triggers the soft ening of the aff ricate [č] via Surface Palataliza-
tion. Since [i] does not retract across words, Retraction cannot be postlexical.
23  Th e line of reasoning represented by LP has been taken up and developed by a version of 
Optimality Th eory (Prince and Smolensky 2004; McCarthy and Prince 1995) known as Deriva-
tional Optimality Th eory (Kiparsky 1997, 2000; Rubach 1997, 2000a, b, 2003, 2011, and others). 
Th e convergence is not exact, however. LP, like any other derivational theory, has no limit on 
the number of derivational stages, while Derivational Optimality Th eory limits the number of 
derivational steps to four, recognizing the following levels: stem level, word level, clitic level and 
phrase level. 
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Let us now look at the analyses of hak+i ‘hook’ (masc. nom.pl.), za+hacz+y+ć 
‘to hook’ and strach+y ‘fear’ (masc. nom.pl.), which are conducted under the 
assumption that the vowel [ɨ] is a member of the phonemic inventory of Pol-
ish. Consider the derivations in (22), where I look only at the relevant frag-
ment of each word.2425
(22) Derivations of hak+i, za+hacz+y+ć and strach+y (a two-phoneme analysis)
hak+i za+hacz+y+ć strach+y
UR //k+ɨ// //k+i+ʨ// //x+ɨ//
Cycle 224 /k+ɨ/ /k+i+ʨ/ /x+ɨ/ WFRs
– č+i – First Velar
k+i – – Velar Fronting
Cycle 3 – č+i+ʨ – WFRs
– – – First Velar
– – – Velar Fronting
Postcyclic – /č+ɨ+ʨ/ – Retraction
Postlexical ki čɨʨ xɨ Syntax
k’i – – Surface Pal.
Surface Form [k’i] [čɨʨ]25 [xɨ]
Th e results of the derivations in (22) are correct. Under the two-phoneme 
assumption the framework correctly predicts that only the [−back] suffi  x in 
za+hacz+y+ć should trigger First Velar Palatalization. Th e word strach+y 
leaves the derivation unscathed due to the fact that the [+back] [ɨ] does not 
constitute a context for any palatalization. Furthermore, the universally ac-
cepted view that only [−back] segments can enforce palatalization eff ects is 
strengthened on the basis of Velar Fronting in hak+i. Specifi cally, once the 
underlying //ɨ// has been fronted to /i/, the trigger of Surface Palataliza-
tion has been created and thus the stem-fi nal velar may be soft ened. Final-
ly, observe that Velar Fronting  must be ordered aft er First Velar Palataliza-
tion as otherwise we would witness the eff ects of the latter in hak+i. Namely, 
had Velar Fronting been ordered before First Velar Palatalization,  the ear-
ly fronting of //ɨ// to /i/ would have triggered the phonemic palatalization
of [k] in hak+i. 
24  Since the application of all rules is blocked on the fi rst cycle by the SCC, I omit Cycle 1 
in the derivation.
25  Th e word za+hacz+y+ć ‘to hook’ requires an additional, fourth cycle to add the prefi x /
za+/, which stems from the theoretical assumption of the framework, as the prefi xes are added 
on a separate cycle. However, I ignore this fact here.
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To conclude, the existence of the two vowels, [i] and [ɨ], allows for a uni-
form and predictable account of palatalization eff ects as only the former, but 
not the latter, constitutes the context for the relevant rules.
5. Conclusions
Th e absence of underlying //ɨ// demands a morphological treatment of Polish 
palatalization. Specifi cally, the assumption that there exists only [i] requires a 
diacritic marking of those [i]-suffi  xes that enforce palatalization of the preced-
ing consonant. Th is procedure is crucial under the single-phoneme approach 
because not every [i]-initial suffi  x can act as the trigger of palatalization. Th e di-
acritic marking makes it possible to distinguish between the palatalizing [i] in, 
for instance, hak+i [k’i], and the non-palatalizing [i] in, for example, strach+y 
[xi]. However, as shown in Section 3, the outcome of the single-phoneme ap-
proach is the proliferation of suffi  xes, which require a signifi cant number of 
rules to accommodate disparate morphological contexts. Moreover, following 
the analyses presented in this article, it is easy to predict that every phonological 
process that is triggered by the vowel [i] will share the fate of Surface Palatali-
zation and First Velar Palatalization. On the other hand, as shown in Section 4,
the underlying status of //ɨ// obviates the need for diacritic marking and pre-
cludes morphologization of the aforementioned rules. Th erefore, the approach 
that does not recognize the underlying status of //ɨ// should be rejected.
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